Paradise Point Resort & Spa on Vacation Isle Park in Mission Bay is rebranding into a Margaritaville Island Beach Resort, with an anticipated opening of 2020-21.

The existing property will be renovated and converted for an estimated $35 million. It will feature 462 casita-style single-story guest rooms, waterfront views with a mile of beachfront, Margaritaville food and beverage concepts, new recreational activities and family-friendly amenities.

Margaritaville is a global lifestyle brand inspired by the lyrics and lifestyle of singer, songwriter and best-selling author Jimmy Buffett, whose songs evoke a passion for tropical escape and relaxation.

Davidson Hotels & Resorts will operate the property as Paradise Point Resort & Spa until the hotel is reflagged, and will continue to manage the property following the renovation and rebranding.

Those improvements will add to the resort’s 80,000 square feet of meeting space, marina, spa, tennis courts and a fitness center, as well as the property’s five pools. Public spaces will be updated to reflect Margaritaville’s “no worries” lifestyle.

“We are excited to announce this exciting affiliation with Margaritaville at our Paradise Point Resort & Spa,” said Jon E. Bortz, chairman, president and CEO of Pebblebrook Hotel Trust. “Our island resort offers a unique San Diego beach experience in a secluded, yet centrally situated location to nearby attractions.”

Scooter tampering ‘is absolutely a crime’ and endangers riders

Local woman jumps off Bird scooter with cut brakes, ends up in ER

Earlier this month, Ocean Beach resident Amanda Johnson hopped on a Bird scooter she had ridden up to her house on Newport Avenue. As she made her way back down the hill, she noticed a lot of traffic through the intersection of Ebers Street. She hit the brakes, attempting to slow down, only to realize they weren’t working.

“I had this moment of clarity where I knew I’d either go into traffic or try to somehow slow down or stop,” Johnson said. In an effort to stop the scooter, Johnson put her foot down on the sidewalk, causing her and the device to flip. She skidded onto the ground and sustained injuries to her chin — which required seven stitches to fix — and knees, road rash to her chest and hands, and bruises all over her body.

“Luckily my neighbor was outside and saw the whole thing,” she said. “She guided me into her house and found my phone somewhere on the street. When I ended the ride, I gave it one star and injured myself.”

SDPD Lt. Shawn Takeuchi

Amanda Johnson suffered seven stitches in her chin and road rash on her chest, hands and knees after jumping off a scooter that had its brakes cut.
wrote “I’m on my way to the emergency room, somebody cut my cables.”

Evidence of scooter tampering has occurred in Pacific Beach as well. Popular Instagram account @scooterchick has shared multiple photos and videos of what they claim to be people cutting brake lines on scooters.

Bird would not comment specifically on the complaints of brake tampering, only saying, “Vandalism of any kind should not be accepted, full stop. Vandalism can include damage to local storefronts, broken windows of cars, and theft or destruction of e-scooters.”

“At Bird, we have zero tolerance for vandalism and aggressively address it when it occurs in our communities where we are meeting peoples needs for sustainable transportation options. We encourage everyone in these communities whether they ride Bird or not—to report vandalism done to anything with our vehicles as we are committed to acting swiftly and effectively. If you see something, report it to us at hello@bird.co.

Bird has seen an increase in vandalism to e-scooters and take appropriate measures, including working with law enforcement.”

According to San Diego Police Department, Shawn Takeuchi, other than Johnson’s incident, there have been no other vandalism reports filed regarding brake tampering for Bird, Lime or Lyft.

“Recently there have been some social media posts about individuals cutting brake lines,” Takeuchi said. “This is something Bird is looking into and it appears that the older versions of these Birds are more susceptible to this kind of vandalism. It’s either a misdemeanor or felony depending on the amount of damage that’s caused.”

GO FUND ME FOR PB ALEHOUSE EMPLOYEE

On June 22 about 3 a.m., Cody Gross was walking home from work at PB Alehouse with two friends when he was struck by a vehicle that fled the scene. Less than two weeks after his 24th birthday, he found himself in the emergency room with multiple injuries. After having to undergo surgery and a multiple-night stay in the hospital, he has been left with numerous medical bills as a result of his poor decision by a senseless individual.

A GoFundMe page has been established to help defray Cody’s medical bills as a result of a poor decision by a senseless individual.

“Thank you for nothing. Bird, you're just trying to kill me,” said Johnson. “I've definitely seen people at the accidents… The older versions of these Birds and the newer versions have them actually accessible to the older people who are cutting brake lines. You're not doing anything to Bird, you're just trying to kill me,” she said. “Thank you for nothing. Thank you for making no difference in this world. Thank you for becoming a bigger problem.”

City says scooter companies are violating regulations, have until July 29 to comply or be kicked out

The City has sent notices of violation to Lime, Bird, Skip and Lyft electric scooter companies who are not complying with geofencing and other regulations that took effect July 1 with a new City ordinance.

“Bird has violated geofencing requirements in nine different locations across the city, with Lyon and Lime doing so in seven locations,” wrote Mayor Kevin Faulconer on Twitter. “This is unacceptable. Each has been ordered to comply by July 29 or cease operating in San Diego.”

Senior City press secretary Christina Di Leva Chadwick said the City has also been actively enforcing and impounding scooters that are out of compliance.

“City crews impounded more than 2,500 scooters during the Comic-Con alone,” she said. “The impound fee is $65 per SDM and a $1 per day storage charge. No storage fee is charged to the Comic-Con related impounds.

“The violating operators have 10 days to fix the issues or they will exhaust their cease operations until the issues have been addressed,” said Di Leva Chadwick.

“The City will also move forward with non-compliance proceedings to revoke permits for those operators who don’t comply,” she added.

821 Nantasket Court - Mission Beach

Vacation in your own home just steps from the sand. This home has been completely remodeled with all high-end furnishing. Call today for a private showing and vacation rental questions.

6270 Camino Corto - Del Cerro

Vacation in your own backyard with the custom pool, waterfall, spa, palapa and outdoor kitchen. The interior of the home has been fully remodeled.

COLDWELL BANKER

Pacific Beach 858.488.4090 | 4090 Mission Boulevard, San Diego, CA 92109

Listed at $488,888

Listed at $488,888

Final Day’s

After 22 years it’s time to say goodbye!

Time to say goodbye!

50%-75% Off All Merchandise

Store closing!

Sale ends July 31st

Still time to purchase for the Jewel Ball!

Liquidation Store Hours
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Sat & Sun 10am - 4pm

A Better Deal Designers & Steals

369 Bird Rock Ave. La Jolla | www.abdytuxedo.com
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Buying or selling a home doesn’t need to feel like you’re in the Upside Down. Here are Eleven reasons to buy or sell a home with us:

1. We live and work here
2. We have over 50 combined years of experience selling in 92109
3. We have fun, unique & effective marketing
4. We’re involved with the community
5. We’ve sold A LOT of real estate in 92109
6. Scott and Kathy are both past presidents of the local Real Estate Association
7. Scott grew up in PB and Kathy has lived here for over 40 years
8. We’re honest, ethical and hardworking
9. No one knows the ins and outs of 92109 like we do
10. We live, sleep, eat and breathe all things 92109
11. Our past clients love us, and here is what your neighbor recently said about us:

“I used Scott to sell my condo in Pacific Beach, and would not hesitate to recommend him to anyone looking to buy or sell in San Diego. From the start, he gave great advice and shared his honest opinion even in times when it was not in his own best interests. He supported me and held my hand every step of the way and was flexible with any of my weird requests. He even made sure that he or his associate, Nicole, came by my condo for each showing to take care of my dog if I couldn’t get her out of the house. He went above and beyond in every possible way, and I look forward to using his services again in the future.”

- Susan W., June 2019

Reduced by $196,000 in Kensington
4313 Adams Avenue, 92116
5 bed + 1 optional / 4 bath 2734 sq ft. custom Spanish Style home with private yard on a cul de sac.
Now $1,199,000
Marie Tolstad (858) 705-1444 marie.tolstad@gmail.com DRE# 00555757

BUYING OR SELLING A HOME DOESN’T NEED TO FEEL LIKE YOU’RE IN THE UPSIDE DOWN.
New underpass and bridge move Rose Creek Bikeway closer to 2020 completion

The Rose Creek Bikeway is more than 50 percent complete and is anticipated to open to the public by mid-2020, and the bicycling community couldn’t be more pleased.

“It’s an important connection for both commuters and recreational bicyclists that will be a separated Class I bike path that connects existing sections of the Rose Canyon and Rose Creek bike paths in the City of San Diego,” said Andy Hanshaw, executive director of the San Diego County Bicycle Coalition.

“The Rose Creek Bikeway provides connectivity and accessibility for non-car centric mobility options,” said Kristin Victor, who’s helping create an EcoDistrict in Pacific Beach.

“The Friends of Rose Creek is thrilled to see the amazing progress on the Rose Creek Bikeway and look forward to the grand opening when the community will gain access to new areas of Rose Creek,” said Karin Zirk of Friends of Rose Creek.

The majority of remaining construction activity will occur on Santa Fe Street between the cul-de-sac at the northern end and the new bike and pedestrian bridge at the southern end, said Jessica Gonzales, spokesperson for SANDAG.

The Rose Creek Bikeway project is a high-priority project that will fill a two-mile gap in the Regional Bike Network between points to the north such as Sorrento Valley, University City, and UC San Diego, and points to the south such as Mission Bay, Pacific Beach, Mission Valley, and Downtown San Diego.

The 2-mile segment of the Rose Creek Bikeway is part of the Coastal Rail Trail, a planned continuous bike route that will run approximately 44 miles between Oceanside and Santa Fe Depot in Downtown San Diego.

Preliminary bikeway construction activities began September 2017 as part of an agreement between the San Diego Association of Governments, a regional transportation planning agency, and Mid-Coast Transit Constructors, who are building the Rose Creek Bikeway in conjunction with the Mid-Coast Trolley project.

“With the mid-coast trolley line currently under construction, the Rose Creek Bikeway will also be an important connector to those wishing to access the trolley from Pacific Beach, UTC, Sorrento Valley and UC San Diego areas,” Hanshaw said.

“It’s an exciting time to see implementation taking place for long-planned bikeways designed to give safe, connected networks for folks to choose to bicycle more to get to/from work and to move around the region. We look forward to more projects coming on line in the next few years, and know that this will result in increased ridership, safer streets and healthier communities,” Hanshaw said.

Victor noted creation of the Rose Creek Bikeway gives coastal communities more transportation options. “It gives the opportunity to create prosperity with the integration of safe parkland, bicycle and pedestrian pathways along the creek supporting the equity, resilience and climate protection imperatives of the Pacific Beach EcoDistrict and connectivity to the future Pacific Beach/Balboa Area Transit station,” she said.

The Rose Creek Bikeway will begin at the north end of Santa Fe Street and connect to the existing bike path at Damon Street and Mission Bay Drive, just a short distance north of the Mike Gotch Memorial Bridge over Rose Inlet.

Zirk noted Rose Creek Bikeway could be a catalyst for better things to come. “We hope, as more members of the community have the opportunity to ride a bike path along the creek, they will advocate for Rose Creek now and in the future to maintain this amazing wetland in the middle of San Diego,” she said.

The Rose Creek Bikeway also connects to the Rose Canyon Bike Path, a 1.5-mile bikeway, most of which was recently upgraded and relocated to support construction of the Mid-Coast Trolley Project in the surrounding area.

Coastal Commission approves SeaWord’s new roller coaster

The California Coastal Commission on July 10 approved SeaWord’s new 153-foot tall dive coaster, Mako, planned to open in 2020. This new roller coaster, which was announced in January, will be the tallest, fastest and longest dive coaster in California, as well as the only floorless dive coaster in the state, according to David Koontz, director of communications at SeaWorld San Diego.

“We appreciated the opportunity to present our new attraction to the commissioners. We anticipate construction getting underway within the next few months,” Koontz said.

The 153-foot ride received unanimous approval from City Council in April, allowing the coaster to exceed the 30-foot height limitation in coastal zones.

Riders will climb more than 153 feet into the air, suspended on a 45-degree angle at the crown of the ride as their feet dangle underneath. The drop will plummet riders 143-feet facedown at speeds more than 60 mph.
TACO TUESDAY

$2 SPECIAL TACO EVERY WEEK!

LARGEST SELECTION OF SELF SERVE CRAFT BEER - FREEDOM TO POUR!
San Diego testing drone delivery program with U.S. DOT

Deliveries may soon be coming by way of drones. That is, if all goes well with a three-year testing program. The city of San Diego was selected by the U.S. Department of Transportation to conduct testing as part of the unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) Integration Pilot Program (IPP).

Working with several public and private sector partners, the city has been evaluating the feasibility of advanced UAS operations with numerous applications. Those include unmanned traffic management, night operations, flight over people, and flight beyond the visual line of sight.

And the myriad possibilities inherent in drone delivery don’t end there. Uber is seriously exploring tapping the market for UAS delivery in the near future, and Uber Elevate, with Harrison Andrew Pierce, the city’s IPP, is seriously exploring the potential of drone delivery.

Area restaurants are even exploring the potential of drone delivery.

Public safety: UAS will be used to assist first responders by providing near-real time video feeds in response to priority emergency calls, as well as additional resources to respond to increasing efficiency.

CONOPS 2: Package delivery. The developing UAS industry can be used to expedite parcel delivery, which could result in reduced shipping costs, more efficient health care specimen processing, and increase food options citywide. Missions include:

- Food delivery: San Diego will test the feasibility of transporting food and beverages, utilizing technology to advance unmanned traffic management, as well as detect and avoid technology.
- Medical specimen transport: Team up with UC San Diego Health, San Diego will test the feasibility of transporting specimens to a lab in order to support the health care provider’s ability to quickly diagnose and treat patients.

BBP: What is San Diego's role in all this?

Pierce: The city is the lead participant in this program, acting as an intermediary between the FAA and other partners in San Diego. This is a result of the city’s deep understanding of the city and the FAA to formalize this relationship.

BBP: Is the city going to consider having drone fees for access to neighborhoods?

Pierce: The city has had no discussions about fees. This is a pilot program aimed at demonstrating proof of concept, and capturing meaningful data that will inform future policies on safety and integration.

“I think it’s important to understand that it’s unlikely we’ll be delivering packages with drones in dense, urban environments at full scale, tomorrow,” Pierce said. “Instead, I think we should think about these services being deployed in layers, where we use a crawl, walk, run approach and ensure we capture as much meaningful data as possible before we consider the feasibility of advancing another step.”

Navy, SANDAG agree on possible redevelopment of property near airport

With the goals of modernizing the Navy’s physical presence in San Diego and improving transit connections to the airport, Mayor Kevin L. Faulconer was joined on July 10 by regional planning and transportation agencies as well as the U.S. military to announce Navy Region Southwest and the San Diego Association of Governments have signed an agreement to explore possible options for the redevelopment of Naval Base Point Loma Old Town Complex.

“This is an amazing opportunity to strengthen the Navy’s presence in San Diego, create thousands of jobs and make it easier for people across the region to get to and from the airport,” Faulconer said. “This agreement is a promising beginning to what could be one of the most transformative projects in our region’s history.”

The memorandum of understanding serves as a framework for discussions between the Navy and SANDAG as they work together to evaluate potential options for the iconic naval property. While the agreement does not commit either organization to a course of action, it allows the Navy to better understand SANDAG’s goals and vision, and how they might be incorporated into its own redevelopment efforts. The MoU also requires both organizations to cooperate in preparation of federal, state and local environmental documentation.

“The Navy remains dedicated to creating a more modern, efficient workspace on the OTC property to better meet the mission requirements of Naval Information Warfare Systems Command (NAWCWAR) and the other tenants on the property, while working closely with SANDAG and other entities to foster robust community engagement for this project,” said Naval Facilities Engineering Command (NAVFAC) southwest commanding officer Capt. Mark Edelson.
Veterans, senior citizens rally against City’s new Vehicle Habitation Ordinance

BY DAVE SCHWAB | Beach & Bay Press

C alling the City’s new Vehi-
cle Habitation Ordinance draconian, people living in their vehicles — seniors, veter-
ans, the disabled, low-income — rallied in Mission Bay Park on July 17 protesting “poverty apartheid.”

At a small but spirited rally, Ann Menasche, senior attorney with Disability Rights California, likened the new VHO to class sep-
aration in the former apartheid practices in South Africa.

“(The City) repealed a bad [ordin-
ance] and they made one worse,” Menasche said. “They only lis-
tened to certain people, and didn’t seem to care about other people who support the rights of home-
less citizens to live.”

Characterizing the City’s safe parking lots program as a “boondoggle,” Menasche noted, “They didn’t figure out what amenities, like hook-ups, that people need in RV’s. They’re treating them like cars. [Safe lots] are in the worst possible locations, far from where they can legally stay during the day.”

In February, the City Council repealed its old VHO after a feder-
al judge found it unconstitutional and hailed all enforcement. The new VHO was approved by City

COUNCIL ON MAY 14 FOLLOWING A BACKLASH FROM RESIDENTS COM-
plaining of unsanitary conditions and security issues regarding res-
idents residing on city streets. A vehicle is considered inhabited if there is evidence of sleeping, bathing or meal preparation there.

Under the new law, people are not allowed to sleep in their cars from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m., or at any time within 500 feet of homes and

schools. Police were “redirecting” vehicle residents to multiple “safe parking places” around the city before issuing tickets.

On July 17, vehicle residents and their supporters spoke out.

Decorated Vietnam veteran Robert Ewing, who lives out of his RV said: “I’m 65 and I’m just trying to survive, get a good night’s sleep. I’m not trying to get tied up with the law.”

“They are running people out. Qualcomm (safe lot) was a joke. Why don’t you help me keep my

motorhome? That’s where I live.”

Navy veteran Yusef Miller with Interfaith Worker Justice of San Diego County, a national network advancing the rights of workers through unions, worker centers, etc., delivered a strong message.

“Our brothers and sisters who bled and died for our country are sleeping on the streets with nowhere to go,” he said. “We fought for America. We are all in danger of being homeless our-

selves. This is not me. This is you. This is all of us. This is all of our fight.”

Added Miller, “This is America. We fought for everyone to have a livable wage.”

Guitar in hand, before leading everyone in singing “This Land is Your Land,” “We Shall Not be Moved” and “We Shall Overcome,” attorney Menasche said, “They are trying to exclude an entire group of poor people from most City

streets, beaches and parks any time of the day or night. They are imposing a 9 p.m. curfew on

adults who’ve committed no crimes.

“We fought for America. We are all in danger of being homeless our-

selves. This is all of us.”

Miller added, “Housing, not handouts.”

The 131-year-old PB Presbyterian Church on Garnet Avenue.

PB Presbyterian Church remodels preschool, helps families in need

BY DAVE SCHWAB | Beach & Bay Press

P acific Beach Presbyterian Church is getting the word out that they’re there and people ought to be aware. The church at 1675 Gar-
net Ave. has existed since 1888. Its preschool, which recently underwent a $100,000 remodel, started in 1974.

There is a new preschool direc-
tor, Amy Jones, and an interim pastor, Steve Locke. Though the corner church complex is some-
what low-profile, its presence — and importance — in the beach community is anything but.

“It serves the community,” said Jones of the preschool for ages 6 weeks to 5 years. She added, “It’s like a little family.”

“We have 26 kids and we serve families in need of assistance,” added Locke.

The church/preschool is also a PB Presbyterian ministry program. We receive mail here for

Security or a driver’s license,” she said.

“People say, ‘I didn’t know there is a church and a preschool here,’” Locke said.

Why is that? Locke hazarded a guess.

“The church blends in so much with the community, it seems invis-
able,” he said. “It doesn’t have a tall steeple painted red or something like that. It blends in with the architec-
ture of the community.”

The preschool, among other things, sets PB Presbyterian apart.

“We have 26 kids and we serve working families five days a week,” director Jones said, adding, “Obviously, there’s daycare because we’re here till 5:30 p.m.”

Jones said preschool class sizes are intentionally kept small to maintain a low teacher-to-pupil ratio, so kids get more individual attention and the quality of instruction is superior.

The church/preschool is also unique in its hands-on approach to education/faith. That’s where Grant Kay, director of Christian education, comes in.

“I run the young adult ministry and we have preschool kids in the program too,” Kay said, adding, “We’re participatory with all our Christian education. The goal is to

get people’s hands dirty, get them thinking and doing it themselves.”

Kay talked about an innovative PB Presbyterian ministry program called Theology on Tap.

“We go down to the Tap Room (on Garnet) and talk about God over a beer,” he said. “We have a Sunday night service for young adults. It’s run by young adults and for young adults. It’s very casual. I’ve preached in shorts.”

PB Presbyterian feeds the home-
less on Sunday evenings. Jones said there are other special things the church does for the communi-

ty’s most needy.

“In the state of California you can’t use a P.O. Box to get Social Security or a driver’s license,” she pointed out. “So we run a mail program. We receive mail here for 225 individuals. We have a con-
tract they sign that basically asks them to be good neighbors. It allows them to come into our office and get their mail. We give them three chances. If they break our rules, or aren’t respectful, we tell them they no longer can receive services here.”

OF PB Presbyterian’s mission, Locke said, “We want to engage with the community. When you come here, we want you to be spirit-
ually connected.”

On Sept. 16, 1888, the Rev. C.S. Sprecher organized the Pacific Beach Presbyterian Church on the corner of Garnet Avenue and Jewel Street. A lemon packing house was moved to the church site, becoming the first church building.

PB Presbyterian has a fall har-
vest festival tentatively scheduled for Oct. 3. The public is invited to come out and enjoy food, face painting, pony rides, a petting zoo and games, said Jones.

PB PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Where: 1675 Garnet Ave.
Info: pbypres.org, 858-273-9312.
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¡Olé! Now Open Weekend Mornings for Breakfast!

* Open at 9 AM Saturday and Sunday
* Traditional and Unique Mexican Breakfast Dishes
* Drink Specials * Lunch Menu Available Too
* Sunday Mariaches
* Outdoor and Indoor Dinning Options
* Vegan & Gluten Free Menu Options
* Free Parking * Just One Block from the Ocean

877 HORNBLEND ST.
PACIFIC BEACH
858.412.3312
PUEBLOPB.COM
Taco Surf celebrates 30 years of feeding Pacific Beach

By DAVE SCHWAB | BEACH & BAY PRESS

In 1989 when Cindy and Sam McLarty started out at Taco Surf on Mission Boulevard, they were surrounded by numerous stores including Star Surfing, a clothing store owned by a football player, a metaphysical bookstore, a kite shop and a Boston seafood place.

Thirty years later, all of those business are gone. Only Taco Surf remains.

Asked about their longevity, Cindy answered, “The ambiance. It’s just the feeling they get coming in knowing they’re going to be dealing with friendly faces from the people who serve them. I’ve had pretty much the same crew for years.”

It doesn’t hurt that the name of the restaurant, a block from the beach, mirrors the community.

Co-owner Sam, a lifelong surfer, has nearly 200 surfboards in his collection at home, and on display in his eatery. Surfing is so much a part of the couple’s and San Diego’s lifestyle, that the McLarty’s half-jokingly note it’s become an advertising vehicle which they’ve labeled “surfising.”

Cindy said not much has changed in the five years since she and Sam celebrated their 25th business anniversary. “We’ve changed one recipe, our fried fish tacos,” she said. “We now use a dark beer batter and fry the fish individually so they’re very fresh.”

“Business is still good,” said Cindy pointing out their customers are loyal. “I have people coming in from Arizona on holiday weekends who stop here first before they’ve even checked into their hotels,” she said. “Quite a few people come back year after year.”

Known for its quality Mexican food, Taco Surf carries a full menu, with carne asada being one of our best-selling items. Chicken tortilla soup is a crowd pleaser, and the restaurant takes $1 off the dish on rainy days.

Guests can choose between fresh-grilled chicken or shrimp. The eatery has been voted “Best rolled tacos” by San Diego Magazine for its beef, chicken or potato-rolled tacos.

Taco Surf also caters for special events including weddings, birthdays and graduations.

The McLartys worked together with ex-partner David Pairis at Casa Salsa in Chula Vista in 1979. They took over his Pacific Beach location so he could focus on his other store. When they took over they changed the name to Taco Surf Pacific Beach.

The signature PB eatery has become popular over the years with surfers, professionals, young, old, locals, tourists. Customers that came in as kids now bring in their kids (grandes).

What of the future? “My husband and I are 61 and 65 now, and it isn’t getting any easier,” Cindy noted. “But we plan on being here for another five years if everything all holds up.”

POINT >> CONT. FROM PG.1

“Following an extensive evaluation of numerous alternatives, we selected Margaritaville because we believe it is the perfect fit for Paradise Point. The Margaritaville lifestyle brand is synonymous with fun and escapism, as is our property, and we expect a dramatic improvement in financial performance of Paradise Point upon reflagging, consistent with other Margaritaville branded resorts.”

Bortz noted the takeover of Paradise Point “marks Margaritaville’s first West Coast property, which will allow our resort to target the loyal West Coast followers of the growing globally recognized Margaritaville brand.”

“Margaritaville is about relaxation, fun, great food, entertainment and creating memorable experiences,” said John Cohlan, Margaritaville CEO. “We look forward to sharing our way of life with visitors to this unique island paradise in San Diego.”

as Margaritaville Restaurant, award-winning JWV Prime Steak and Seafood. 5 o’clock Somewhere Bar & Grill and LandShark Bar & Grill.

A year ago, the 4.4-acre Paradise Point launched a $24 million renovation, designed by the award-winning international firm Perkins + Will. The makeover remodeled all of the resort’s 462 California bungalow-style guest rooms and included new tile floors and quartz surfaces, updated bathrooms with walk-in showers, new coastal decor furnishings and the latest technology from USB ports to 60-inch high-def TVs.

In 1542, Mission Bay was discovered by Portuguese explorer Juan Rodrigues Cabrilho, who named the area Bahia Falza or “False Bay,” because it was not deep enough for ships.

In 1902, city horticulture commissioner George Hall first suggested the Bahia Falza “swamp” be developed into an aquatic park.

In 1958, a master plan for the Mission Bay Aquatic Park was approved by the City Council.
$25 OFF any (Dog Training) group class
Promo Code: CGCA25
619-577-6507
www.CanineGoodCitizenAcademy.com

We get you back to the beach
PACIFIC BEACH WELLNESS CENTER
Urgent Care • Lacerations • X-Rays
Walk-ins Welcome • IV Hydration
READER’S CHOICE AWARD: BEST DOCTOR
2016 • 2017 • 2018 • 2019
Clean • Caring • Convenient
Monday – Friday: 8am – 8pm
Saturday – Sunday: 8am – 4pm
www.pacificbeachwellnesscenter.com

Voted Best Burrito 14 Years Straight!
TACO SURF
Best burrito in America
by 3 nationwide sources
4657 Mission Blvd.
San Diego, CA, 92109
(858) 272-3877
www.TacoSurfTacoShop.com

Try our new made to order
Dark beer battered fish tacos.

$6 CHICKEN BOWL OR $7 BEEF BOWL
Valid only at 1088 Garnet Ave, Pacific Beach.
Excludes alcohol & other items. Not valid with any other offers.
Expires 8/26/19

$29.95 3 Course Prix-fixe Dinner Menu
California-French Cuisine in a Casual Setting
Breakfast & Lunch 7:30am – 3pm • Dinner 5pm – 7pm
660 Turquoise St. • San Diego, CA 92109
Call for reservations: (858) 488-1725
www.thefrenchgourmet.com

Where the CITRUS meets the SAND every Tuesday!

Make your trip successful and memorable!
Let’s talk Experience, Tips, Guides and Gear necessary to ensure you have a great time. Serving Travelers with Everything But the Tickets Since 1985
975 Garnet Ave. Pacific Beach (858) 230-7770 www.pacificucwc.com

Full service jewelry store. We buy estate jewelry, gold & watches.
LUXE JEWELRY & LOAN
Lusoph.com • 888-900-2036 • 1029 Garnet Ave, San Diego

No time for laundry? Drop it off, and let us do the dirty work!
50% OFF FLUFF & FOLD SERVICE
*Minimum 15 lbs.
New customers only. Expires 09/26/19
- Free WiFi • Coin Change • Detergent Vending • Television & Magazines
- Open Weekdays • Commercial Pickup & Delivery
4977 Cass Street • 858-255-0898 • www.dinocaing.com
Teacher accused of molesting student was allowed to quietly retire

A Crown Point Junior Music Academy student reported a teacher there had kissed and licked her neck and touched her inappropriately. Instead of firing the teacher, SDUSD allowed him to take sick leave, then retire.

In 2016, a fourth grade teacher was accused of molesting at student at Crown Point Junior Academy.

that the student in question had been confused about a harmless interaction. He wrote that it was common for students to tackle him with hugs each day out in the playground, where he trained students in running drills. He recalled a time when a young boy tackled him with a hug and did not let go; he had to pry the boy off. Grande wrote that students often approached him in the hallways, or in the classroom before, after or during school as a way to ‘thank you,” “hello” or “I appreciate you.” He said that was the case with the girl who reported he molested her while they were alone in a classroom. “A hug with malicious intent would be wrong. It would be unethical, something that I would never think of. I have carefully pored [sic] my heart out to the students and teachers, not to tell anyone. The next day, Grande told the principal that his career was over, that he would never see her again and to tell the other teachers goodbye, according to memos of the discussion written by the district’s Human Resources Officer.

Though a state law passed in 2014 made it easier for school districts to dismiss teachers and other school staff for egregious misconduct, many still choose to strike agreements allowing problem employees to resign or retire in order to avoid lengthy, costly legal fights. In allowing Grande to retire, the district insulated itself from potential legal battles over his resignation. Grande did not respond to multiple attempts to reach him from Voice of San Diego.

Though the principal noted in his memo that the district would keep quiet about the incident, Grande did not respond to multiple attempts to reach him from Voice of San Diego.

Domestic violence victims often have trouble finding support for their pets because many domestic violence shelters don’t allow animals. The only other avenue is animal shelters, which is usually not an option for victims because they fear they’ll never see their pet again, according to Kathy’s Legacy co-founder and executive director Ginny Scharbarth. “Women typically don’t leave situations if they have a pet because they’ve seen abuse take place and they are aware of what will be done to the pet if they leave,” she said. “It’s psychological control [by the abuser] that’s preventing them from leaving so they can protect their pets.”

Sadie Scharbarth knows all well about this need to protect. Her daughter, Kathy Scharbarth, was murdered by an abusive ex-boyfriend in 2011. She left behind a daughter, Madison, and a dog, Lady. “Lady witnessed the murder,” said Scharbarth, who took in Lady and Madison after her daughter’s death. “She herself was a victim of domestic violence.”

Kathy’s Legacy Foundation donates to SD Humane Society’s new domestic violence program

Kathy’s Legacy Foundation, a nonprofit that helps children and animals impacted by domestic violence, recently provided a $20,000 grant in support of the San Diego Humane Society’s new domestic violence program. While there is no set launch date and it’s still in the planning phase, SDHS vice president for community engagement Stacey Zeltin said that she hopes this new program will provide “a formal support system for victims and their pets.”

Victims of domestic violence will often stay in unsafe situations because they don’t want to leave their pet behind,” Zeltin said. “We want to make sure that is no longer a barrier for people to get the help they need for themselves and their pets. Seventy-one percent of domestic violence victims reported that their abuser also targeted pets. Often times when animals are being abused, people are being abused too.”

Domestic violence victims who have been impacted by abuse or domestic violence, Scharbarth said that it’s essential to not only get them shelter and medical care but to make sure the focus is on reuniting them with their owners once everyone has gotten to safety. “We don’t want to take the pet away. We just want to protect them,” she said. “And the victim needs to know the pet is protected so they can leave.”
Paddling the past into the present with Surfski

In 1974 Lance Schmidt was bodysurfing at Crystal Pier when he met an Australia native, Frank Adler, who introduced him to his half-surfboard, half-kayak he called a Surfski.

Immediately impressed, Schmidt and Adler then tried to launch a new American-based company producing and marketing the pre-paddleboard hybrid watercraft. But it never gained traction.

Forty-five years later, after finding surfing to be harder than a surfboard, but it floats a little easier,” said Schmidt demonstrating, kayak paddle in hand, with the completely restored Surfski courtesy of his friend, surfboard repairman Joe Roper.

“It’s easier to learn (on). You can catch a wave outside more like a longboard. I can beat anyone long boarding in catching a wave outside. Or, I can take it to the bay and use it as a kayak. Now, said Schmidt, it’s time to bring the Surfski back to life.

Price was one of the issues that beached the Surfski the first time. “It was above market (then), $400,” said Schmidt. “It never really caught on.”

But with the right price tag, and proper marketing, the Surfski might just prove to be navigable in financial waters,” Schmidt noted. “I think it might sell in the $1,100 to $2,100 range,” he said, pointing out paddleboards now cost about $400 to $800.

Schmidt took his new and improved Surfski out to test drive it for the first time the weekend of July 20-21. “She is extremely seaworthy,” he exclaimed after his trial run. “Also, got the green light from my investors to move forward with production of the all new Surfski.”

The fiberglass Surfski would have to be made from a wooden mold. “We would fabricate it based on this,” Schmidt said.

Who knows, besides possibly being a profitable new business enterprise, the Surfski just might turn out to be historic. “I believe, after some research, that it is one of the only remaining American-made Surfski’s in existence,” said Schmidt. “It’s a local idea transplanted from Australia that never really took off.”

Rarotonga is the largest of the Cook Islands, a nation of 15 islands in the central South Pacific. Volcanic peaks, ridges and rainforest dominate its interior.

For centuries, the only way to travel from island to island was by hand-built canoes called Vaka. It seems that every time man makes advancement in technology an old tradition dies. However, in Barotoga, there is still one family who produces handmade canoes carved from trees just like their forefathers.

Jassen Olsen, of Pacific Beach, traveled with his wife Julie this past winter to the Cook Island, on vacation. During his trip there, he came across Auntie and Uncle Tuvioni, master Polynesian fabricators of wooden canoes. “We make canoes just like our grandparents did,” said Auntie.

Olsen, an outdoor enthusiast who has kayaked all over the world, asked if he could be shown this tradition and would they help him build his own canoe. After some family discussion they agreed.

The six-week process included selecting the right tree. “You just don’t cut any tree down you need to be able to see the finished product in your mind’s eye even before you cut the tree. Some trees just

Vacationing Norwegian artist delivers custom drawing to PB customer

T hen an 18-year-old artist from Norway named Ingebjoerg Sjaaland decided to try her luck in the U.S.

“Vakar are a lot of inspiration. No matter where in the world her creativity will spark from — the message of her work stays the same. “It’s all about bringing out joy,” she said. “I think you have to look for the good things. You have to care for the good things, because there are a lot of bad things happening. And I think the drawings are a lot about that. Which direction do you want to look?”

“Happiness. That’s the focus.”

READ MORE ONLINE AT sdnews.com
One of the reasons San Diego has such a vibrant music scene is the involvement of young singers, through various community programs, bringing fresh players and audiences into the scene. One such annual event, the annual Summer Blues Camp for BLUSD (Blues Lovers United of San Diego), will hold its fundraiser at Tio Leo’s on July 28. On hand will be a who’s who of local blues talent including singer Mercedes Moore, acoustic bluesman Robin Hendel, electric guitarist Lenny “Fuzzy” Rankins and bands such as The Bayou Boys and 14th & 5th Streets. Funds raised at this event go directly towards the camps expenses such as venue rentals-instruments-teacher travel — everything needed to produce the best experience for the next generation of blues musicians.

Summer Blues Camp Fundraiser: Sunday, July 28 at Tio Leo’s, 5302 Napa St. 5 p.m. and up. $10. tioleos.com.

Meredith Moore will perform at the Summer Blues Camp.

It’s true the flute doesn’t often get much respect. Rarely considered a lead instrument, its tone is often the icing on a musical piece. However, in the right hands, the instrument can be a powerhouse. Such will be the case on July 27 with a concert featuring two celebrated flautists, New York-based Jamie Baum and San Diego’s own Loa D’Lori Bell at Dizzy’s. Backed by pianist Leonard Thompson and bassist Justin Grinnell, both Baum and Bell are virtuosic bringing new light to their instrument of choice. This one-of-a-kind pairing should find those reaching new heights. Jamie Baum & Lori Bell: Saturday, July 27 at Dizzy’s at Arias Hall, 1717 Morena Blvd. 9 p.m. $20 (student dizzysjazz.com).

Country music is having a resurgence in San Diego, thanks to combos such as Barbwire, who appear at Humphrey’s Backstage Live, on Aug. 1. Formed circa 2014, the band includes plenty of twang in their sound, particularly singer/guitarist James Holland, but they also stretch out a bit with blues and a bit rock’n’roll, all custom built for latching the dance floor. Barbwire’s most recent single, “Long Hard Ride,” takes it cues from classic road-house country, slotting well in between covers in their repertoire.

Barbwire: Thursday, Aug. 1 at Humphrey’s Backstage Live, 2241 Shelter Island Drive. 7 p.m. humphreysbackstage.com.

Pat Benatar tribute group, We Belong, performs at Campland on the Bay. Aug. 3, featuring Debbie and Mike Sierras as Pat Benatar and Neil Giraldo. We Belong has extra authenticity in their sound; they feature an original member of their celebrated group, guitarist Roger Capps, Capps played on Benatar’s first five albums and such classics as “Heartbreaker,” “Love Is A Battlefield,” and “We Live For Love,” giving We Belong’s rhythm section a major boost. Meanwhile Debbie Sierras does a good job with Benatar’s vocals making this an excellent representation of an 80’s music icon.

We Belong: Saturday, Aug. 3 at Campland on the Bay, 8 p.m. All ages. Free. campland.com.

The 710 Beach Club will be the site of a two tributes band bill on Aug. 3, featuring Musehead, a combined tribute to Muse and Radiohead and the Fooz Fighters, a band that celebrates the music of Dave Grohl and company. Both combos are quite good, but it’s hard to beat the Fooz Fighters for sheer energy. They have a hit-filled set that’s sure to have the crowd singing along from the first note, but it’s frontman Nicky Rich that makes this group. That they pretty much sound and look like the real thing seals the deal.

Fooz Fighters: Saturday, Aug. 3 at the 710 Beach Club, 710 Garnet Ave. 9 p.m. and up.

LIVE MUSIC – Summer Blues Camp for BLUSD

One of the reasons San Diego has such a vibrant music scene is the involvement of young singers, through various community programs, bringing fresh players and audiences into the scene. One such annual event, the annual Summer Blues Camp for BLUSD (Blues Lovers United of San Diego), will hold its fundraiser at Tio Leo’s on July 28. On hand will be a who’s who of local blues talent including singer Mercedes Moore, acoustic bluesman Robin Hendel, electric guitarist Lenny “Fuzzy” Rankins and bands such as The Bayou Boys and 14th & 5th Streets. Funds raised at this event go directly towards the camps expenses such as venue rentals-instruments-instructors, making this a great way to hear a lot of great music while helping the next generation of musicians.

Summer Blues Camp Fundraiser: Sunday, July 28 at Tio Leo’s, 5302 Napa St. 5 p.m. and up. $10. tioleos.com.

Meredith Moore will perform at the Summer Blues Camp.

It’s true the flute doesn’t often get much respect. Rarely considered a lead instrument, its tone is often the icing on a musical piece. However, in the right hands, the instrument can be a powerhouse. Such will be the case on July 27 with a concert featuring two celebrated flautists, New York-based Jamie Baum and San Diego’s own Loa D’Lori Bell at Dizzy’s. Backed by pianist Leonard Thompson and bassist Justin Grinnell, both Baum and Bell are virtuosic bringing new light to their instrument of choice. This one-of-a-kind pairing should find those reaching new heights. Jamie Baum & Lori Bell: Saturday, July 27 at Dizzy’s at Arias Hall, 1717 Morena Blvd. 9 p.m. $20 (student dizzysjazz.com).

Country music is having a resurgence in San Diego, thanks to combos such as Barbwire, who appear at Humphrey’s Backstage Live, on Aug. 1. Formed circa 2014, the band includes plenty of twang in their sound, particularly singer/guitarist James Holland, but they also stretch out a bit with blues and a bit rock’n’roll, all custom built for latching the dance floor. Barbwire’s most recent single, “Long Hard Ride,” takes it cues from classic road-house country, slotting well in between covers in their repertoire.

Barbwire: Thursday, Aug. 1 at Humphrey’s Backstage Live, 2241 Shelter Island Drive. 7 p.m. humphreysbackstage.com.

Pat Benatar tribute group, We Belong, performs at Campland on the Bay. Aug. 3, featuring Debbie and Mike Sierras as Pat Benatar and Neil Giraldo. We Belong has extra authenticity in their sound; they feature an original member of their celebrated group, guitarist Roger Capps, Capps played on Benatar’s first five albums and such classics as “Heartbreaker,” “Love Is A Battlefield,” and “We Live For Love,” giving We Belong’s rhythm section a major boost. Meanwhile Debbie Sierras does a good job with Benatar’s vocals making this an excellent representation of an 80’s music icon.

We Belong: Saturday, Aug. 3 at Campland on the Bay, 8 p.m. All ages. Free. campland.com.

The 710 Beach Club will be the site of a two tributes band bill on Aug. 3, featuring Musehead, a combined tribute to Muse and Radiohead and the Fooz Fighters, a band that celebrates the music of Dave Grohl and company. Both combos are quite good, but it’s hard to beat the Fooz Fighters for sheer energy. They have a hit-filled set that’s sure to have the crowd singing along from the first note, but it’s frontman Nicky Rich that makes this group. That they pretty much sound and look like the real thing seals the deal.

Fooz Fighters: Saturday, Aug. 3 at the 710 Beach Club, 710 Garnet Ave. 9 p.m. and up.
Five Ways to Fail Miserably (Avoid the Following Steps!)

1) Get Quality Sleep: Our Bodies can’t heal without it.
2) Exercise Regularly: It tones the body and focuses the mind.
3) Think on your Goal: Use that Law of Attraction.
4) Smile and Laugh: It can’t hurt, and often becomes contagious.
5) Wish Others Well: They don’t know your Secret Plan.

To not fail in Real Estate, you need a knowledgeable real estate professional - who understands and protects your interests.

“Upsizing, Downsizing or Beach Sizing?” Call John!

JOHN SHANNON, Broker REALTOR®  (858) 225-8213
SolaceRealty.com

When nothing but views will do! This spacious, single level residence is defined by grand open concept living spaces that spill onto a 3000 sq. ft. deck allowing you to take entertaining outdoors to a new level. Nearly every room in the house enjoys sweeping ocean and coastline views of La Jolla Shores. Gated, private, with custom finishes throughout, this is a must see.

Offered at $5,175,000.00
Visit: www.7146LaJollaScenicDr.com

Michelle Serafini & Roso Buettner DRE 01419969 | 01089718
LaJollaPHomes.com | 858.291.2410

Barrier Reef. Walk to Tourmaline St Surfing Beach
$699,500, Unit #101
Two bedroom, two bath, 1000 square feet
Full unit renovation underway
On Market August 7
Call or e-mail for an appointment
Interior pictures are of similar finishes in a similar unit

Rick Thornton BRE 00961351
858-227-7767 rick@cal-prop.com

Riviera Elegante. Premium 6 unit complex
Suite 2A is a second floor penthouse
Huge 24 x 24 living space with floor to ceiling windows
Move in condition or great canvas for your upscaling
Call or e-mail for an appointment
Reduced $1,680,000

Rick Thornton
858-227-7767 rick@cal-prop.com
BRE 00961351

Reduction

REAL ESTATE
FRIDAY · JULY 26, 2019
BEACH & BAY PRESS

We know of multiple off-market North PB and Mission Beach single-family homes for sale. Call now for more details!

Scott Booth - Kathy Evans
858-775-0280 isellbeach.com isell92109.com Scott@isellbeach.com

203 Grand Ave, Ste 200, La Jolla, CA 92037
COMPASS
0909136727 | TEL #858728-188

Reduced $1,680,000
SHOWCASE OF HOMES

14
FRIDAY · JULY 26, 2019
BEACH & BAY PRESS

4282 MORAGA • PANORAMIC VIEWS
4/3 • 11,800 LSF • $1,500,000

1233 ARCHER • NORTH PB
VIEWS • 1,598 SF • $1,198,000

IN ESCROW

869 BERYL • 1,862 SF • VIEWS
REPRESENTING BUYER • $1,099,000

1812 MISSOURI • ZONED FOR 2
I HAVE OTHERS • $965,000

COLEMAN MOVING SYSTEMS INC.
Office/Residential | Free Wardrobe Use | Piano Moving
Last Minute Moves | Packing/Unpacking
Discount Packing Materials | Moving all over Southern CA.
7 DAYS A WEEK | FREE ESTIMATES FAMILY OWNED SINCE 1979
619.223.2255

MARK JENKINS
BEACH SPECIALIST
Here for all your Real Estate Needs
858.212.7355
sellingdreamhomes@gmail.com
DRE#01295923

COLEMAN MOVING
MOVING SYSTEMS INC.

Spacious S. Mission 2 Bed, 2 Bath!
West of Mission Blvd, this top floor, classic beach condo enjoys 1 parking space and a comfortable floor plan. Top floor in a 2-unit building in beautiful South Mission Beach!

731 Dover Ct. $825,000

MARK JENKINS
858.212.7355
sellingdreamhomes@gmail.com
DRE#01295923

TEAM CAIRNCROSS
Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
California Properties
858.859.3370
TeamCairncross.com
CABRE 00481018

MARK JENKINS
858.212.7355
sellingdreamhomes@gmail.com
DRE#01295923

4145 Porte De Palmas 211
San Diego • MLS 20002578
3 BR / 2 BA • 1,322 sq ft
$699,900

Highly renovated Townhome in premier University City location. This beautiful home features high ceilings, dual-pane windows, gorgeous laminate wood flooring along with new paint and carpet throughout. Open kitchen with Travertine Tile flooring, LG stainless appliances, granite countertops and recessed lighting. Both bathrooms have been upgraded with elite plumbing features which include soaking tub with glass shower doors. Private gated patio in front along with attached 2-car garage with epoxy floors.
OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY · JULY 26, 2019
BEACH & BAY PRESS

NORTH PACIFIC BEACH HOUSE
Sweeping Ocean, Bay and City Views
1157 Van Nuys St • San Diego, CA 92109

Here is your opportunity to own a single level detached home, with one of the best views in all San Diego! This 1776 square foot home sits on an 8800 sf lot, 3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms with large dining room, living room and family room. Endless potential including huge, open floor plan. Direct access to 2 car garage. Newer landscape. Situated on a cul-de-sac street with limited road traffic. Opportunity of a lifetime.

Listed at $1,600,000!

California BBQ & Oven Cleaning
Commercial & Residential
“The most thorough BBQ and oven cleaning service!”

Call Today! (888) 210-2034
www.CalBBQ.com

Want to Sell Your Home For More Money? Here’s How...

Compass Concierge
Exclusive to Compass, our Concierge program is among a suite of services designed to prepare your home for the market. From deep-cleaning to cosmetic improvements, our Concierge agent will work with you to ensure every opportunity to elevate your home’s value.

Concierge lets you easily increase your property’s market value by freezing the cost of home improvement services like staging, painting and more. No hidden fees, no interest charged – ever.

Services may include:
- Staging
- Deep Cleaning
- Decluttering
- Cosmetic Renovations
- Landscaping
- Interior + Exterior Painting
- Pest Control
- Custom Closets
- Moving + Storage

Call us to find out more details! 858.717.0730:
Greg Cummings
The Greg Cummings Group
858.717.0730
Greg@GregCummings.com
DRE# 01464245

FROM $900.00
FOR SALE
IN ESCROW
UNIT S A SALE

5490 LA JOLLA BLVD #210 • 719 SF PENTHOUSE • LP: $595,000
720-722 WILBUR • RARE SHOWINGS BY APPT ONLY – 7/30, 9AM-2PM

FOR SALE
IN ESCROW

803 LAW • NEW BUILD • VIEWS 4/5/5 • NANTUCKET MODERN
4831 MISSION • 4/3.5 • VIEWS LJ SCHOOLS • LP: $2,300,000

INTERESTED IN OFF MARKET PROPERTIES?
(PRINCIPALS ONLY)
CALL OR TEXT TODAY! Pacific
Sotheby’s International Realty

YOUR COASTAL SPECIALIST
HELEN SPEAR
619.813.8503
Beautiful & Quiet Villa La Jolla Condo
- 2 Bedroom/2 Bath condo with Hilltop Views
- Recently Renovated with Newer Paint, Carpet, and Upgraded Kitchen
- Light and Bright with Large View Balcony facing hills of La Jolla
- Complex features 2 Pools, Spa, Sauna, Gym, Row Garden, Clubhouses, & 5 Laundry Rooms
- Short 2 block stroll to Windansea Beach

6455 La Jolla Blvd., Unit 217, La Jolla, CA 92037
Offered at $598,000 2BR/2BA
www.6455lajolla217.com

Steps from Carlsbad Lagoon
- Spacious 1 Bedroom/1 Bath condo
- Large Balcony for Full Size Patio Set and Entertainment
- Recently Renovated with New Paint and Carpet
- 2 Minutes from the Ocean

4570 Cove Drive, Unit G, Carlsbad, CA 92008
Offered at $479,000 1BR/1BA

Ocean Views at See the Sea
- 2 Bedroom Ocean View Condo
- Complex includes Spa and Large Common Area Deck
- Security Gated
- Easy stroll to Shops and Restaurants

4465 Ocean Blvd., Unit 31, Pacific Beach, CA 92109
Offered at $375,000 2BR/2BA

The Ranch of Del Cielo Estate
- Custom Rko Wood Throughput
- Includes Complete Value of Rancho Del Cielo Nursery
- Nursery Valued Over $2 Million
- Features in San Diego Home Garden Magazine

16239 Highland Valley Rd., Ramona, CA 92065
Offered at $1,850,000 - $2,250,000 3BR/3.5BA
www.16239HighlandValley.com

Get your beach house for the summer!
4205 Lamont Street #12
Crown Point 1BR condo, 3rd level corner location with views of the hills and city from back balcony.
$399,000 - $425,000

737 Windemere Court
Newly built 2017 contemporary estate w/6 bedrooms, 3 story living w/ a bedroom and full bath on each level. Wood tile throughout. Sitting area and Bay and City views.
$1,750,000

Kara Watkins
Norgart
619-708-8276
kara@karanorgart.com
www.KaraNorgart.com

NEW IN BAY PARK!
UNOBSTRUCTED CANYON VIEW PROPERTY
FOR SALE
OPEN HOUSE!
SATURDAY & SUNDAY - 1PM - 4PM
REMODELED BAY PARK HOME ON CANYON VIEW LOT
4 BR 2 BA 2 CAR
OFFERED AT $889,000
92109PROPERTIES.COM

Greg Flaherty
Certified Luxury Home Marketing Specialist
858-692-0185
Greg@coastalpro.com
www.coastalpro.com

TREVOR PIKE
Coastal Property Specialist
619.823.7503
Trevor.Pike@sothebysrealty.com
DRE #01735847
PacificSothebysRealty.com

Pacific Sotheby’s International Realty